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you {/%/ noted the backing of the NOC that one should become a member

of the NOC of India and you can see what that means, bringing into cooperation

immediately with the forces of ecumicalism and these liberal forces and with

all that you have to face in that respect, you can see how impossible it was

and is for amy fundamental missionaries and missions. And the same thing

took place in China. By the way of illustration, I don't want to take too'

much time with this, but the same thing took place

in China j4/ when the World Church Service sent hugIe supplies for relief

and rehabilitation, the suggestion was made to thae fundamentalist churches

of China that they could receive aid if their church had been destroyed,

they wouldn't perhaps receive a new church building, on condition, of course,

that they would join in the Church of Christ in China, which as I say was

sponsored and aided and helped by the NCC of China. Now that is the sitation

that we have to face all over thIe world. I can prove these things by

documentary evidence, although I am got giving that today, but that is the

situation that we have to face everywhere and it has caused very great appre

hension in the minds of fundamentalists, missions and mistonaries and mission

boards everywhere. come to Kenya, how we over there? Well

we had a Christian Council of Kenya which Si an affiliated body of ICC, not

recognized yet as a full member of the fl4C, but when we come to examine the

Kenya Christian Council, we find that it is just an indescriminate body, made

up of various missions, the Africa Inland Mission, the Seventh Day Adventist,

the Church of England mission, the Methodist mission, and various other mis

sions, just a general body. Now as of one mission board and secre

tary of one mission board, I don't want to, it isn't my problem to criticize

anoth mission board, but I think that facts can tell us the face of the

situation and I am pefectly willing to tell you these things because I have

read them all before the home council of the African Inalnd mission, for in

stance, we have spoken very frankly about these things, but the African In

land mission, for instance, was disturbed and is disturbed by that situation
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